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Data object model(DOM)

The document object models  is an application programming interface(Api) 
that allows

scripting languages to access the content,style and structure of the 
webpages and

change them dynamically.when a HTML webpages loads into a browser it 
appears as

a visual construct to a visitor but internally the  webbrowser creates a hidden 
tree

structure of all the elements and their attributes which reflects the structure 
of the HTML webpage itself.

DOM has four levels :-

• Dom level 0

• Dom level 1

• Dom level 2

• Dom level 3



Explanation of DOM levels

DOM level 0

It is a first object model.it consists of six object models.

 Navigator

 Document

 Window

 History

 Location

 screen        
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Accessing And Manipulating 

Contents Of a Webpage
In order to access and modify the elements of a webpage using DOM.let us have an 

program to understand the representation of Dom.

<HTML>

<Head>

<Title> DOM </Title>

</Head>

<Body>

<Form Name=“login”>

<input type=“text” name=“user”>

</Form>

</body>

</html>
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Dom Level 1

DOM level 1 is a w3c recommendation that offers access not only 
to basic elements but   every single HTML element on the 
webpage.Every element of the HTML webpage represents  a node 
in DOM level 1.So all the elements,Attributes,text,
Comments, Entity references and documents are considered as 

anode. The various nodes in a Dom level 1 are represented in 
form of tree. 
<Html>

<head>
<title>Dom</Title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Heading</h1>
<p>Contents</p>
</body>
</html>



DOM LEVEL 2

DOM LEVEL 2 is a more advance version than .it includes a stylesheet 

object model used to manipulate style information attached to the 

webpage.It provides support for XML namespace.

DOM LEVEL 3

DOM LEVEL 3 is still in developing stage.it allows formatting,saving 

and validation of webpage.



OBJECTS,PROPERTIES AND 

METHODS

When a webpage is loaded into a webpage,Dom treats each of the element 

contained  in a webpage is a scriptable object.each scriptable object has 
properties,methods and events handlers associated with it..

The properties specify the characterstics of an element in a webpage.

The methods are the actions that can be performed on an object.

Events are the action action that take place either through user –initated 
actions



WINDOW OBJECT

It is a top level object model of the DOM   

hirrearchy It represnts a browser 

window

frame in which contents of the 

document are displayed.

Properties and methods 

associated with 

window objects. 

Property 

name Description

Frames Array of all frames  contained 

within a window.

History Contains details and URLS 

visited from that window.

length Specifies the number of 

frames within the current 

window.

location Returns a location object 

containing URL details of the 

current window.

Status Specifies the text of the 

status bar of the  browser 

window .



Properties of window object

METHOD DESCRIPTION

alert(“messa

ge”)

Displays an alert box that represnts a message to 

the user and an ok button.

Confirm(me

ssage)

Displays a dialog box with a message box and ok and 

cancel buttons.

Resizeby(x,y) Resize the window by the specified pixel amounts.

Resizeto(x,y) Resize the window to specified pixels

Focus Focuses the specified window and place it in front of all 

other windows.

Clear 

interval(ID)

Turns off the interval looping action referenced by ID 

parameter.

Cleartimeout(

ID)

Turns off the timeout delay counter referenced by ID 

parameter.



DOCUMENT OBJECT

The document object represent

contents viewed in the browser 

window

excluding toolbars,status line etc.it is 

the child of the window object.

PROPERTIES

Property name
Description

Alink color Specifies the color of the htp 

link when clicked.

Anchors[ ]* * Array of all objects in the 

current document.

Cookie* * Indicates the http cookie 

associated with domains of 

the document and stored on 

the client machine.

Forms[ ]* * An array of all form objects 

in the current document.

Last modified* 

*

Provides date and time  for 

last modified document.

Layers[ ] An array of all layer objects 

in the document.

Refferer** URL of the html page that 

the user came from if they 

clickd lk. 



Methods associated 

with Document object

METHOD DESCRIPTION

Clear ( ) Clears the HTML contents of the current 

document

Close( ) Closes text stream to a document.

Create element 

by ID

Instance of  an element object associated with 

the tag passed as a parameter is generated .

Get element by 

name

Searches and return the HTML element with 

the given name attribute value.

Write(‘String 

1’[….,’string N’]

Write text to the current element.

Writeeln Adds new line to the end off the output.



HISTORY OBJECT

When the user surfs the web ,the 
browser maintains a ordered list 
of URLS visited by the user during 
a current browser session. The 
user can use the properties and 
methods of history object to 
navigate between the list of 
URLS.

PROPERTIES

Propert
y name

Description

Length
specifies the no: of 

pages in the history list.



METHODS OF HISTORY OBJECT

METHOD DESCRIPTION

Back( ) To navigate one level back in the page history

Forward To navigate one level forward in the page history.

Go(stepcount) Navigate to a specific location in the history listing.



LOCATION OBJECT

The location object stores information

about the URLS of the document 

currently loaded into that window .

PROPERTIES

Property Description

Hash* Directs the browser to an 

anchor loaded in the window.

Host* Returns the hostname and port 

of the server.

Hostname* Returns the name of the 

server.

Href* Provides the complete URL of 

the document loaded in the 

window.
Port* Provides the port number of 

the URL

Protocol* Provides the protocol 

component of the URL



METHODS OF LOCATION 

OBJECT

METHOD DESCRIPTION

Assign Used to set the location object to the specified URL.

Reload( ) Performs a hard reload of the current window.

Replace(„URL‟) Loads a new document into the reference window 

and replaces the current history list with the entry of 

the new document.




